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Lil yachty riley from the boondocks

Sorry! Something went wrong Is your network connection unstable or is your browser outdated? Uh, moonwalk, beat like a boom box with shit like I'm Riley from Boondocks. Skrrt, skrrt, skrrt) With lil' bro on the block, he's got two Glocks All that's rock is track suits and Nike socksI Maybach Mitch on beat too, bitchOoh, bitch, ooh, ooh Ooh, bitch, Ike Turner rhythm 600 degrees Baby just want grade I'ma pay
all fees Yup , he told her, We need more like you I really need less like me I'm slimeball as Nudy I slang wood like Judy 488, red ruby Wait, I can't fuck with Jakes Hmma unless it's TD Slide on yo bitch as a CD Rarely seen, when I am, it's Kodak You niggas snitchin', but I know the decision is made by makin's decision These niggas be switchin' I'm ma have to cut 'em But touch my umbrella We can't be
related because I'm a go-getter and he's just too lazy, Glock's got laser pump got laser, Uzi, laser AR, laser, I'm tied up, don't do electroshockers that, turn you into tater Just got AP and tread as Raiders I prayed to be the best, I'm like crackin' away from I'm cool with my neighbors , they land with mayors I can't get in trouble I just back down if I shootin', I double she ride on a dick like a bike with damble I
said I had one, but I keep me a couple can't do any fighting Uh, moonwalk, beat like a bum box (Beat) With shit like I'm Riley from Boondocks (Skrrts, skrrt, skrrt) With lil' bro He's got two Glocks all that rock is track suits and Nike socks uh. moonwalk, beat like a bum box (Beat) With shit like I'm Riley from Boondocks (Skrrt, skrrt, scrrt, scrrit) With lil' bro on the block, he's got two Glocks all that rock's track
suits and Nike socks Hmm, shit, I got Nike money (Checks) signed with a QC and started actin' ridiculously changed my number five times because you had him , dummy I'm out, it's V-Live, come and press it, dummy (Damn) I ain't givin' clout (Nope), I ain't givin' clout (Nope) Lick that pussy 'til it's squirtin' like a sprinkler spout Fuck her once then, I took her to the In-N-Out Bitch, I'm all about the gang, it
wasn't signin' out yes, we vibin' out, and they ridin ' out Bet you say the wrong thing Then we're wildin' out don't you get it? Target it in your equipped this is not a new edition, VVS's shining I grew up by Lawda, still don't listen to Disrespect boys, then we X boysUh, moonwalk, beat like a boom box (Beat) With the shits like I'm Riley from The Boondocks (Skrrt, skrrt, skrrt, skrrt) With lil' bro on the block, he got
two Glocks All he rock is suits track (And what?) and Nike socks Uh , moonwalk, beat like a boom box (Beat) With the shits like I'm Riley from The Boondocks (Skrrt, skrrt, skrrt, skrrt) With lil' bro on the block, he got two Glocks All he rock is track suits (And what?) and Nike socks Uh, moonwalk, beat like a boom box (Beat) With the shits like I'm from The Boondocks (Skr, skr. skr. With lil' bro on the block,
he's got two Glocks all that rock is track suits and Nike socks and Maybach Mitch on beat too. Ooh,, ooh, ooh, ooh Ooh,, Ike Turner rhythm Six hunnid degrees Baby just want to graduate I'ma pay all the fees Yup, told her, We need more like you Really needs less like me I'ma Slimeball as Nudy I slang wood as Judy Four-eight and eight , red ruby Wait, I can't f*ck with Jakes Hmm unless it's TD Slide in yo'
bitch as CD Rarely can be seen, when I am, it's Kodak You niggas snitchin', but I know that make a decision makin' decision These niggas be switchin', I'm ma have to cut 'em But touch my own brother We can't be related 'cause I'm a go-getter and he's just too lazy and he's just too lazy Glock got laser pump got laser, Uzi, laser The AR, laser, I'm tied up, don't do electroshock that, turn you into a tater I
just got AP and stomped like Raiders who I prayed to be the best, I'm like crackin' away from I'm cool with your neighbors, they land with demands I can't get in trouble I just back down if I shot' I double she ride on a dick like a bike with the silence I said I had one. but I keep me a couple I can't make any fight Uh, moonwalk, beat like a boom box (Beat) With shit like I'm Riley from The Boondocks (Skrrt, skrrt,
skrrt) With lil' bro on the block, he's got two Glocks all that's rock's track suits and Nike socks (nyoom) Uh , moonwalk, beat like a boom box (Beat) With the shits like I'm Riley from The Boondocks ( Skrrt, skrrt, skrrt, skrrt) With lil' bro on the block, he got two Glocks All he rock is track suits and Nike socks Hmm, shit, I got Nike money (Checks)Signed with QC and started actin' funny Changed my number five
times since you've had it , Dummy I'm out there, it's V-Live, come and press it. dummy (Damn) I ain't givin' clout (Nope), I ain't givin' clout (Nope) Lick that pussy 'til it's squirtin' like a sprinkler sprout F*ck her once, Then I took her to In-N-Out Bitch, I'm all about the gang, it's not even a sign that, we vibin 'out, and they ridin 'out I bet you say the wrong thing , then we wildin' out (f*ck, f*ck, f*ck, f*ck) wouldn't
we? Aim it at your equipped This ain't New Edition, VVS's glitter I picked up loaders, they never listen to Belittling boys, then we ex-boyfriends Uh, moonwalk, beat me like a boom box (Beat) With shit like I'm Riley from The Boondocks (Skrrt, skrrt, scrrt) With lil' bro on the block, he's got two Glocks All he rock's track suits (And what?) and Nike socks (yes) Uh , moonwalk, beat like a boom box (Beat) With
the shits like I'm Riley from The Boondocks Scrrt, scrrt, scrrt) With lil' bro on the block, he's got two Glocks All that's rock is track suits (And what?) and Nike socks (aight) Lil Yachty Riley Lyrics From The Boondocks Uh, moonwalk, beat like a boom box (Beat) With shit like I'm Riley from Boondocks (Skrrts , scrrt, scrrt, scrrt) with lil'buraz on the block, he's got Glocks All that rock is Suits and Nike socks and
Maybach Mitch to the beat too, bitch Ooh, bitch, ooh, ooh, ooh Ooh, bitch, Ike Turner rhythm 600 degrees Baby just want a degree I pay all the fees Yup, told her, We need more like you Really need less like me I'm slimeball as Nudy I slang wood like Judy 488, red ruby Wait, I can't fuck with Jakes Hmm Unless it's TD Slide on yo bitch like a CD Rarely seen, when I am, it's Kodak You niggas snitchin', but I
know that until the decision of makin's decision These niggas be switchin', I'm going to have to cut 'em But touch my umbrella We can't be related 'cause I'm a go-getter And he's just too lazy, Glock's got a laser Pump's got a laser , Uzi, laser The AR, laser, I'm tied up, don't do electroshockers that, turn you into a tater I just got AP and stomped on like raiders who I prayed would be the best, I'm like crackin'
away from I'm cool with your neighbors, they land with mayors I can't get in trouble I just back down if I'm shot' I double she ride on a dick like a bike with damble I said I had one, but I keep me a couple can't do anything screeching Uh, moonwalk, beat like a bum box (Beat) With shit like I'm Riley from Boondocks (Skrrt, scrrt, screed, scrrt) with lil' bro on the block, he's got two Glocks All that's rock's track
suits and Nike socks Uh , moonwalk, beat like a boom box (Beat) With the shits like I'm Riley from The Boondocks ( Skrrt, skrrt, skrrt, skrrt) With lil' bro on the block, he got two Glocks All he rock is track suits and Nike socks Hmm, shit, I got Nike money (Checks)Signed with QC and started actin' funny Changed my number five times since you've had it , Dummy I'm out there, it's V-Live, come and press it.
dummy (Damn) I ain't givin' clout (Nope), I ain't givin' clout (Nope) Lick that pussy 'til it's squirtin' like a sprinkler spout Fuck her once, Then I took her to In-N-Out Bitch, I'm all about the gang, not even a sign that, we vibin 'out, and they ridin ' out I bet say the wrong thing Then we wildin' out we wouldn't get it? Target it in your equipped this is not a new edition, VVS's shining I grew up by loaders. they never
listen to disrespecting the boys, then we X guys Uh, moonwalk, beat like a bum box (Beat) With shit like I'm Riley from The Boondocks (Skrrt, skrrt, skrrt) With lil' bro on the block, he's got two Glocks All that's rock is track suits (And what?) and Nike socks Uh , moonwalk, beat like a boom box (Beat) With the shits like I'm Riley from The Boondocks Scrrt, scrrt, scrrit) With lil' bro on the block, he's got two
Glocks All that's rock is track suits (And what?) and Nike socks Writer(s): Miles Parks Mccollum, Mitchgonemad Lyrics Uh, moonwalk, beat like a boom box (Beat) With shit like I'm Riley from The Boondocks (Skrrt , scruck, screech, scruck) With lil' bro on the block, he's got two Glocks all that rock's track suits and Nike socks and Maybach Mitch on beat too, Ooh,, ooh, ooh Ooh, Ike Turner Rhythm Six
Hunnid Degrees I just want a degree I ma pay all fees Yup, told her: We need more like you I really need less like me I'ma Slimeball as Nudy I slang wood like Judy Four-eighty-eight, red ruby Wait, I can fuck with the Jakes Hmm,nless it's TD Slide in yo' bitch like a CD Rarely seen, when I am, it's Kodak You niggas snitchin' I already know that making a makin' decision these niggas would be switchin', I'm
going to have to cut 'em But touch my own brother We can't be related'cause I'm a go-getter And he's just too lazy, Glock's got a laser pump he got laser, Uzi, laser AR, laser, I'm tied up, don't do electroshockers that, turn you into a tater I just got AP and stomped on like Raiders that I prayed would be the best , I'm like crackin' away from I'm cool with my neighbors, they land with demands I can't get in
trouble I just back down if I shootin', I double she ride on a dick like a bike with damble I'm riley I said I had one but I keep me a couple can't do any fighting Uh, moonwalk, beat like a boom box (Beat) With the shits like I'm Riley from The Boondocks , scruck, skrrt, skrrt) With lil' bro on the shits All he rock is track suits and Nike socks (nyoom) Uh, moonwalk, beat like a boom box (Beat) With the shits like I'm
Riley from The Boondocks (Skrrts, skrrt, scrrt, with lil' bro on the block, he's got two Glocks All that's rock is track suits and Nike socks Hmm, shit , I got Nike money (Checks) signed with a QC and started actin' funny changed my number five times because you had it. Dummy I'm out there, it's V-Live, come and press it, doll (Damn) I didn't givin' influence (Nope) , I didn't givin' clout (Nope) Lick that kitty 'til it's
squirtin' like a sprinkler to nicate Fuck once, then I took her to In-N-Out Bitch, I'm all ganged up , it's no sign of that, we vibin'out, and they ridin' out bet you say the wrong thing, then we wildin' out (fuck, fuck, fuck) wouldn't we? Aim it at your equipped This ain't New Edition, VVS's glitter I picked up loaders, they never listen to Belittling boys, then we ex-boyfriends Uh, moonwalk, beat me like a boom box
(Beat) With shit like I'm Riley from The Boondocks (Skrrt, skrrt, scrrt) With lil' bro on the block, he's got two Glocks All he rock's track suits (And what?) and Nike socks (yes) Uh , moonwalk, beat like a boom box (Beat) With the shits like I'm Riley from The Boondocks (Skrrt, skrrt, skrrt, skrrt) With lil' bro on the block, he got two Glocks All he rock is track suits (And what?) and Nike socks (aight)
Mitchgonemad, Miles Parks McCollum Universal Music Publishing Group Group
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